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Every project brings unique challenges  

that stand between you and your final 

vision. That’s why you need a partner  

with the expertise to navigate, mitigate,  

and manage all of the chaos involved  

with bringing your ideas to life. A partner 

with turn-key solutions who can work with 

you from consultation all the way to 

installation. 

From hospitality to healthcare needs, 

Standard Textile Interiors Group is the 

partner you are looking for.

Because when you partner with us,  

your vision becomes our vision—and  

our mission becomes clear.  

WALTER/GRAVEL THROW BLANKET
CUMULUS DUVET AND SHAMS
OSLO/CARBON CIRCA BED WRAP
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we ensure success 
    by managing chaos. 

OUR TURN-KEY SOLUTIONS

PRODUCT  TESTING

Our on-site product testing laboratory 
allows us to uphold our commitment to 
the highest possible quality assurance. 

ESTIMATING

We offer fast, accurate 
quotes for your project. 

DESIGN 
CONSULTATION

Work with our team of 
interior designers to find 
the perfect patterns, 
fabrics, and products.

VALUE 
ENGINEERING

We understand the needs 
of matching your budget 
with your vision. 

MEASURING

Accurate measurements ensure 
custom pieces are a perfect fit. 

PRODUCT  DEVELOPMENT

Partner with us and we will help 
innovate, customize, and create  
your unique design. 

QUALITY FABRICATION

Our custom fabricated products are of the highest 
quality, created and tested by professionals. 

PROJECT MANAGEMENT

Minimize the chaos of your project. 
From pre-planning to on-time 
delivery, we can help.  

INSTALLATION

We have a team of dedicated 
professional contractors to 

handle installation.
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Fabric and fabrication are central to our expertise. That’s why we  

immerse ourselves in all aspects of form and fabric. From design to  

trends to innovations, we are constantly traveling the world to seek out  

the next big thing. And we always find it, because we have access and  

influence that is unparalleled. 

We design and build fabric-based solutions to all your interior design needs.  

If there is a design solution you need, but can’t find, partner with us and we  

can help you either find it or make it ourselves.

we are designers  
+ makers

Not only do we have fabrics and services that could inspire your next big idea, 

we also have the capability to fabricate custom solutions to bring your vision to 

life. Partner with us and you can dream bigger and innovate better. 

we want  to meet 
face-to-face

FABRICS FEATURED: QUELL, CAVA, GLENGARRY, WINK, GROOVY,  
STAR GATE, DISCOTEQUE, CHESAPEAKE, MELBOURNE, MANCHESTER
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We never stop designing, creating, and seeking the next best thing, which means 

there is always something new to offer you. Partner with us as early as possible to 

help solve your interior design challenges. 

We can’t wait to show you what we’ve been working on. 

there's always  something new 
Environmental issues are increasingly shaping the context of how we live and how we 

operate our businesses. The cost, availability, utilization, and management of energy and 

water, as well as the chemistry used in manufacturing and processing our products,  

have environmental implications.

That’s why we’ve developed a culture of sustainability within our company, enforcing  

new environmental principles in our supply chain, product development, and innovation. 

We are also committed to helping our customers reduce their energy, chemical, and water 

consumption through thoughtful innovation and meaningful inspiration.

a sustainable  partner 

We have reliable, skilled installers across the country, as 

well as an in-house team of experts. Which means we’ll 

manage the task of finding the right team, scheduling, and 

then installing. That’s a lot of items that you won’t have to 

worry about putting on your to-do list.  

putting everything 
into place
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The bed is the centerpiece to any well-designed room experience.  

We have everything you need to make that experience as  

comfortable and visually stunning as possible. 

pillows
Decorative pillows are the perfect way to give your design a vibrant splash of color or a 

subtle stylish accent. Types of pillows we offer include bolster, boudoir, and square.

duvets
Select from a dynamic and modern collection of patterns, colors, quilting styles, and sizes. 

Or create your own custom printed designs with ImagePoint®.

Our bedding is known worldwide for comfort, performance, beautiful designs, handsome 

detailing, and above all else, a good night's sleep. Whether you're seeking contemporary or 

traditional designs, our fabrics deliver warmth without weight, and style with substance.

COSMOPOLITAN/POWDER DUVET | SAVANNAH/WHITE  EURO SHAMS
ARENA/ROOKWOOD QUILTED THROW AND PILLOW SHAMS
DUNMORE/LIMELIGHT THROW PILLOWS
THOMPSON VELVET/EUCALYPTUS BOLSTER
MEDINA/CEMENT CIRCA BED WRAP

FITZGERALD, LUNKEN, PIVOT, CASABLANCA, THOMPSON VELVET, FOUNDATION
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bed scarves
Bed scarves give your bed a more complete and visually distinctive look. 

bed skirts
The perfect bed skirt can tie all the visual elements of the bed together with the rest of the room,  

truly bringing your vision to life. Choose from various types of bed skirts, including tailored, pleated,  

and not pleated.

knit collection
Choose from one of four stunning knit patterns. They're available in a variety of pre-designed colorways 

or can be customized to match your specific décor.

Our knit bed scarves and throw pillows are sustainable, 100% recycled polyester, and made in the USA.

top covers + throws
Our top covers and throws are stylish, durable, and most important— incredibly comfortable. 

FLOURISH/MALT KNIT SCARF AND PILLOWS | WHIRL/WHITE TOP COVER |  ZIRCON/PORPOISE BED SKIRT
NOVA/TERRA COTTA PILLOWS  | JEWEL/PEWTER QUILTED THROW | SAVANNAH/WHITE TOP COVER
MONTAUK/MOCHA HEADBOARD | ZIRCON/PORPOISE BED SKIRT | CAVA/PENNY DRAPERY
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box spring covers
Some designs call for simple, understated visual elements, like the surprising

style of a box spring cover. 

circa®  modular
Circa® is a solution that gives the illusion of a platform bed ---- without the expense. We 

start by designing and handcrafting lightweight, durable panels that install easily around 

existing bed frames and then complete the look with one of our coordinating fabrics.

We also have two modern, elegant solutions to cover the box spring  

and bed frame, elevating the style of your bed’s design. 

PIVOT/TOURMALINE BOX SPRING COVER | ICEBREAKER/WHITE TOP COVER GRANADA CIRCA MODULAR | BERSERK/OCEAN THROW PILLOWS | JEWEL/TOURMALINE BED SCARF | MT AUBURN/WHITE OAK DUVET
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circa® bed wrap
We designed the Circa® Bed Wrap as a modern alternative to a bed skirt.  

Our innovative design provides a clean, structured, stay-put fit around the  

box spring and bed frame. Rich fabric provides the finishing touch.

installation
Effortlessly create a clean, modern look in minutes with the Circa® Bed Wrap.

1. Unroll and wrap around sides and foot of bed. 

2. Buckle straps at the head of bed. 

3. Fold corner fabric to achieve a finished look. 

4. Buckle straps at the foot of bed. 

SAVANNAH/DOVE PILLOW SHAMS | WALTER/GRAVEL THROW BLANKET
FUZZY/FLANNEL CIRCA BED WRAP
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Sometimes your design goes beyond available patterns and colors.  

That’s when you need a partner who can create custom printed  

fabrics and design services to bring your vision to life.

imagepoint®

Printed décor in stunning, custom colors. Brightness that lasts, wash after wash. 

Boundless possibilities and no order minimums. Coordinate design elements—duvet 

covers, top sheets, pillows, shams, bed skirts, bolsters, draperies, solar shades and 

even shower curtains—for an unforgettable guest experience. 

Supply your own art or work with our design team to find the perfect expression.  

With digital storage, your exclusive design is always available, never discontinued. 

Small re-order quantities are welcome; order only what you need. 

FEATURED ON LEFT: 
GLISTEN -V1/AGATE IMAGEPOINT DUVET | GLAMOUR-V1/AGATE IMAGEPOINT PILLOW | THOMPSON VELVET/CASPIAN PILLOWS
DISCOTEQUE/GOLD METAL HEADBOARD AND CIRCA BED WRAP

CUSTOM IMAGEPOINT SOLAR SHADES: KYOTO/INK, FOCUS/NOVA, RAVEN/METRO,
MIND OVER MATTER/METRO, TRADE SECRETS, WESLEY/NIGHTWALK  
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custom brand id
Express yourself. Tell your brand’s story and provide guests with a one-of-a-kind  

experience. Wall Coverings bring texture, pattern, and style to your space in a way that  

paint alone cannot. Create a modern, sophisticated ambiance throughout your property. 

digital design solutions
Bring your concept to life. We have the team assembled to make digital design and  

pre-printing prep work a breeze. Whether you have existing artwork or need a custom 

design created from scratch, we’ve got you taken care of. 

wallcoverings
Plain wall paint does little to showcase a brand’s identity. Our custom wall coverings  

can better feature your brand’s proprietary patterns or logos.

DEW/SPRINGTECHTONIC/MUSE

MARBLE/SMOKE
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The perfect balance of form, function, and of course, style.  

Whether you need some light, full light, no light, custom designs,  

or mechanical shades, we’ve got your windows covered. 

drapery + sheers
From guest rooms, to public areas, to restaurants—partner with us to find the drapes 

you need. Offered drapery includes pinch pleated, grommet top, ripple fold, Accordia-

Fold, and rod pocket.

PINCH PLEATED GROMMET TOP RIPPLE FOLD

  

PORTIER/TRAVERTINE DRAPERY
DYNAMO/OYSTER SHEER

QUELL/DELFT PINCH PLEAT BLACKOUT DRAPERY | BLIZZARD/SNOWFLAKE SOLAR SHADE
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top treatments
The perfect complement to any of Standard Textile’s soft and hard window fashions,  

top treatments are available in a variety of coordinating patterns and modern styles.

Add a luxurious twist to your windows with a custom valance or cornice board.  

Board mounted valances, swags, and cascades are also available.

STRAIGHT CORNICE STEPPED CORNICE INVERTED BOX PLEAT VALANCE

roman shades
Get the classic look of roman shades in 

a wide variety of colors and patterns 

to match your décor. 

blinds
Simple. Reliable. Standard. Types include: 

faux wood, mini blinds, and vertical blinds.

STAR GATE/COBALT CORNICE | GRABER 2" MISTY GREY FAUX WOOD BLIND

LUNKEN/INDIGO ROMAN SHADE
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Standard Textile is a global leader in the provision and installation 

of solar shades—a highly durable window treatment that can afford 

guests the luxury of outdoor views, while still maintaining privacy.

manual
Solar shades that are raised and lowered manually. Simple yet effective. Allows guests 

the freedom to control the amount of light they let into their room.

motorized + automatic
Solar shades that can be raised and lowered mechanically. Intuitive controls give  

guests an added sense of modern luxury. 

AUTOMATIC SOLAR SHADES
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custom printed
Our custom-printing capabilities allow you to bring your brand to life with unique art or designs,

made and printed to order.

blackout
Blackout fabric provides a reassuring sense of privacy while providing a clean, contemporary look.

Blackout fabrics range from simple designs to more elegant options. 

decorative shadecloths
Fusing design with functionality, richness, and 

contemporary style, our bold and exciting decorative 

shadecloths enhance the design of your room. Available in 

blackout, light filtering, and sheer.

CHASE/BEACH BLACKOUT | BLIZZARD/SNOWFLAKE SHEER

CUSTOM IMAGEPOINT SOLAR SHADE: JOURNEY-V1/ROSEGOLD
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The visual design of your room often hinges on the design and pattern 

of the fabrics you have access to. From cornice boards, to drapes, to 

wall coverings, to upholstery, and of course to everything related to  

the bed—fabric is central to the success of your project. 

fabrics
And that’s where we come in. Fabrics are at the core of who we are. We have a deep 

history of creating and supplying fabrics and textiles for use in commercial, retail, and 

hospitality environments, and our expertise is growing by leaps and bounds every day. 

FITZGERALD/AMARYLLIS - THE MEG FIORA COLLECTION

FEATURED ON LEFT FROM LEFT TO RIGHT: 
PIVOT/OXIDE, FLUX/SIZZLE, GLENGARRY/AMETHYST, ATTALOS/SLATE, PIVOT/RHUBARB, CAVA/PENNY, DASHING/CONCRETE
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We offer a wide variety of colors and patterns, and if you can’t find a combination that 

best suits your design, we can partner with you to create and digitally print custom 

designs to meet your exact visual needs. 

Not only do we have the visual aspects of your fabric needs covered, we also offer 

antimicrobial, flame resistant, and sustainable fabrics in a large variety of color and 

pattern variations. Perfect for when you need to stay up to code and on trend. 

Because our fabric section is constantly growing, visit us online to find the perfect  

design and request a sample. 

Browse now at: interiors.standardtextile.com/fabrics

OBERON/CARAMEL

REFLEX/EMERALD PALACE

SUNBRELLA CONTRACT COLLECTION/CRYSTALLIZE THE MEG FIORA COLLECTION/BOGART
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When it comes to covering bolsters, cornice boards, lounge seating, sofas, 

or chairs of all types, you need fabrics that perform as amazingly as they 

look. Our high-performance and stylishly designed fabric selections can 

be used for a variety of projects, both indoor, and out.

featured brands
Sunbrella® Contract fabrics elevate commercial spaces by blending upscale design 

and reliability.

Bella-Dura® fabrics deliver high-performance and stain-resistance—indoors and out.

Crypton® upholstery is a barrier fabric that provides complete stain, moisture, and 

bacteria resistance for the contract market.

FEATURED ON LEFT: 
OSLO/COCONUT SOFA | JEWEL/SMOKEY QUARTZ, PIVOT/BEACHFRONT, THOMPSON VELVET/CASPIAN, CRYSTALLIZE/OPAL,  
LAFAYETTE/HYDRANT, AND WALTER/FLANNEL PILLOWS

SUNBRELLA CONTRACT COLLECTION
CUBISM/BLUE SKY, FROLIC/DELPHINIUM, CRYSTALLIZE/LAPIS
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stunning fabrics that perform
Standard Textile offers a variety of performance-based upholstery fabrics that balance eye-

catching colors and patterns, with incredible durability and toughness. We offer fabrics that 

are stain-resistant, bleach-cleanable, anti-microbial, UV-resistant, moisture-resistant, and 

more from our trusted partners Sunbrella® Contract Collection, Crypton®, and Bella-Dura®. 

Choose from a diverse collection of patterns, colorways, and technologies.

NEPTUNE/INK, GRAPHITE, AND NICKLE

JUNO/MINK, QUARRY, AND BENGAL

FEATURED ON LEFT: GROOVY/STATIC
WINK/CLEMENTINE, GLENGARRY/BLAZE, THOMPSON VELVET/PERSIMMON, MEDINA/PEPPER,
DISCOTEQUE/TITANIUM, MELBOURNE/ZEST, CAMBRIDGE/GRAPHITE, CAMBRIDGE/SPIRIT, MANCHESTER/STONE
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Whether you need standard ring and grommet shower curtains, or  

have visions of an elegant hookless design, we have the curtain and 

hardware expertise to help bring your vision to life. 

hookless/ez hang
The rings are available in chrome, matching colors, or even a concealed option. An 

optional translucent window allows light into the shower while affording the occupant  

a view of the room.

DOBBY STRIPE/WHITE | SHEER WINDOW | HOOKLESS CHROME
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impact technology®

Impact Technology® battles bacteria, splashes, stains, and flames. 

Impact Technology®—revolutionary textile treatments that permanently bonds antimicrobial 

protection to our fabrics. No heavy metals to pollute landfills and groundwater. No leaching 

into the skin or diffusing into the environment. Inhibits the growth of odor- and stain-causing 

bacteria, fungus, algae, and mold on contact—and continues controlling these organisms for  

the useful life of the product. 

It’s an elegantly simple solution.

grommeted
Our simplest shower curtain solution: rust-proof metal grommets that minimize curtain wear and tear.

hardware
Curious about what shower curtain hardware you could use for your design?  

Partner with us to learn more about the latest and greatest options. 

vinyl
The basic, reliable vinyl shower curtain. 

IMPACT TECHNOLOGY PLAINWEAVE/WHITE HOOKLESS

BEZEL/CINDERBLOCK | IMPACT TECHNOLOGY | GROMMETED

HOOKLESS WITH RING CONCEALING HEADER
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the core
The CORE is our one-of-a-kind, world-class textile development and processing center. 

Home to the industry’s most advanced product development capabilities, we can move a 

prototype from initial concept to finished product in an efficient and scalable way—finely 

tuned, fully tested, and ready for use in your rooms.

Our products are designed to give you and your guests the memorable 

experiences they deserve. Give them rest, rejuvenation, softness, coziness, 

warmth, luxury, style, and more.  

Our commitment to service means streamlining the chaos of complicated 

projects and putting your mind at ease. We provide design, measurement, 

fabrication, installation, project management, and so much more. 

Reach out to your local consultant or management team for questions or  

to place an order. 

800.999.0400 |  standardtextile.com/interiors

Explore our fabric gallery at:

interiors.standardtextile.com/fabrics

a partner  
with expertise

reasons  to
   believe 

global reach. personal impact. 
With 24 manufacturing and distribution facilities in 12 countries, including facilities in North 

America, Europe, the Middle East, and the Far East, and over 4,000 motivated associates, we’re 

committed to delivering innovative solutions that offer the greatest value to our customers.
43
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